
Absence management tailored for growing 
financial businesses

Mental health is one of the fastest growing reasons for absence in the UK, increasing by 71.9% since 2011, but no 
industry has been affected more than finance. The financial sector suffers from extremely high levels of poor mental 
health, with 34% of all absences in this industry being attributed to mental illness.

We understand that for financial businesses to grow and prosper, employees need to know that their employers are 
there to support them. Our absence management platform removes mudane manual processes and provides the 
most innovative and unique soluitions to enhance employee wellbeing, helping employees feel their best. 

Our solution

Offer expert medical advice

Employees can recieve expert medical advice from the 
NHS through the e-days platform, allowing employees 
to quickly get the help they need to address medical 
ailments.

Greater insights into employee wellbeing

Track and monitor sick leave across your whole 
organisation. Managers can report on exact sickness 
types, enabling them to better understand the reasons 
behind short-term and long term absence.

Take the stress away from booking holiday

Stop logging holiday through spreadsheets and enable 
employees to book holiday in seconds. Managers have 
clear visibility of who is in and out of the office through 
the e-days platform, and can quickly approve holiday. 
They can even identify employees that haven’t taken 
holiday in a while and push them to take a well deserved 
break.

e-days provides a quick and 
reliable system which we have 
not experienced any difficulties 

with.
HR Analyst, BNP Paribas
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Why we’re reaching out to you...

We’ve worked with several financial businessses that 
were previously wasting time and money on manual 
absence tracking methods to create streamlined 
processes, designed with their employees in mind.  

Want to find out more? Speak to one of our 
consultants today!
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Book a Demo
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